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WHAT	DO	WE	DO?

We entertain and inform our audiences with storytelling
videos and text listicles of what’s happening in the city. 

We create snackable and social content
that influence the people spending money in this city.

We develop fun and cheeky editorial lifestyle content 
that 

engages today’s digital generation.

Our multichannel approach gets Brands into a 
Social Ecosystem of distribution.

joinus@thisispopulist.com

CANADA’S	1ST CINEMATIC	CITY	GUIDE



WHY	WE	DO	WHAT	WE	DO?

THE	MEDIA	GAME	HAS	CHANGED
And so has your advertising strategy

Print advertising is DEAD and
Long form online articles are not far behind.

Video Advertising is where it’s at 
and it’s CRUCIAL to know how to do this cost effectively.

Let us plan and develop 
your video advertising strategy.

We even do the distribution through our multi-social 
channels. Easy.
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WHAT	DO	YOU	GET?

VIDEOS
Millennials consume more visual content than anything. We produce fun and cinematic videos that are visually appealing and 

sharable. With our multichannel distribution approach, your videos go everywhere!

EDITORIALS
We drive brand awareness by creating parallels in creative, social and fun content 

that millennials want to share and abolish all boring advertorials.

SOCIAL
We do people and we do them well.

We engage on social and spark dialogue.
We also host EPIC branded events that leave guests with a lasting impression.

ADVERTISEMENTS
We welcome you into our home and you can showcase your brand next to ours in native content

Prior to Avocado Bay opening, we did a photo/video shoot with Populist. They organically captured the core of our vision for Avocado Bay. With their unique 
creativity, Populist set the precedence for the expectations of all Vancouverites; her work was googled across the country all summer long. We handpicked a few 
of our personal favourites, that we used within our own social media outlets. The positive response we have received from our patrons, regarding their work has 
been overwhelming. Populist’s work was very beneficial, not only in promoting our brand but also in opening up opportunities for us to work with other media 
sources.                                                                                                                       - Memo Banuelos, Owner Avocado Bay Restaurant



UNIQUE	OPPORTUNITIES

MONTHLY	SOCIAL	REACH

MONTHLY	WEB	VISITORS

MONTHLY	VIDEO	VIEWS BETWEEN	25	- 44

FEMALE

285,500
32,500

22,700
MALE

55%

45%

75%
joinus@thisispopulist.com



BENEFITS	OF	VIDEO

EASILY	DIGESTED
Video is quick and gets
your point across faster

TRANSPARENCY	IS	KEY
Audiences want to know 

who you are and what you 
stand for

MOBILE
Viewers are most likely to
watch and share videos

On their mobile

IMPROVES	TRAFFIC
Search engines index videos

increasing the chance to
be seen

INCREASES	CONVERSIONS
80% of people

are more likely to buy a product or 
service if they’ve seen a video on it

5 4 3

2 1
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BENEFITS	OF	LISTICLES

SNACKABLE
Get the key points 

across faster

INCREASES	ENGAGEMENT
Everyone has an opinion on 
what they think should be 

included 

EASILY	SHARABLE
Most shared content 

online with easy share 
functionality embedded

NUMBERS	ARE	CATCHY
Time is money - know exactly 
how much information will be 

consumed

ORGANIZED	INFORMATION
Filters information in a linear 
categorization that’s easier on 

the brain

5 4 3

2 1

12 3
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SPONSORED	CONTENT

LEVERAGE	OUR	AUDIENCE

Millennials consume more visual content 
than anything. We produce fun and 
aspirational videos that are visually 
appealing and sharable brand related 
video listicles so that you get exposure 
and targeted traffic.
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PROFILE	VIDEO

MAKE	A	VIDEO	THAT	WILL	BE	WATCHED

1.5 – 2 minute video
Provide the public with the top reasons 
someone should use your product or 
service. Great for your website as well.
Show them the personality behind the 
business to entice potential customers to 
want to connect with you. We promote 
these to a targeted audience that will see 
10,000 views in the first week.
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SOCIAL	VIDEO

GET	A	SOCIAL	VIDEO	THAT	STANDS	OUT
15 - 30 second video
A teaser video with just enough 
information and visual appeal to draw 
them in.  Perfect length for social media. 
We also put together Top 5 Episodes of 
our favorites and you could be one of 
them. 
We promote these on our social channels 
that will see 5,000 views in the first week.

Insert	Screenshot	of	Example
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SOCIAL	MEDIA	BLASTS

GENERATE	LEADS	NOW!

Contests / Giveaways / Events
Seeking to build brand awareness, get 
fresh email opt-in leads or wanting to 
ramp up your social following? Run a 
contest / giveaway through our platform 
and utilize our audience.  
You can also get a feature via our social 
channels of your choice.

joinus@thisispopulist.com



A	FEW	OF	OUR	PARTNERS
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TeamTHE TEAM

REBECCA	TRAUB	| CEO	|	PRODUCER
Producer and Director in Canadian and US' Film and Television 
Industries, Rebecca has taken the digital media world by storm, 
heading up production development for Populist Media and 
Canada's Mediacon with UK multi-platform Production 
Company, Straywave Media.

BLANCA	BLANDON	| COMMUNITY	MANAGER
Broadcast and Journalism professional with specialties in 
writing and communications, Blanca has produced for Delta 
TV and Media Mind Digital. Blanca has a proven track record 
creating successful social campaigns and achieving grants for 
multiple brands including Telus, Optik and Tiger Nest Films.

STEPHEN	MCCORMACK	| ADVISOR
Successful serial entrepreneur, Steve has founded and managed 
a number of innovative Media and Tech companies, such as 
Straywave Media, a multi-platform TV and Digital Entertainment 
Company. 
Recent TV productions include Exiles (RTE), Fade Street (RTE), 
Celebrity Salon (TV3), Young Dumb and Living off Mum ( 
Sony/TV3). Stephen acts as Advisor to Populist.

THE	YIN	AND	YANG	EFFECT
Two halves that together complete wholeness.

2017 saw Rebecca and Blanca truly solidify their positions as 
Vancouver’s women about town. Having attended over 90 
events, while producing over 150 videos and written over 100 
listicles in just one calendar year, these women have become a 
force to reckon with.

Rebecca (the yang), finds herself behind the camera producing 
and directing, and brings 15 years of production experience to 
the business, having worked on films and TV shows across 
North America including Goon, The Divide, The Victim, 
Yellowrock. She then moved into the Digital world, where 
Populist was born. 

Blanca (the yin) marries her bubbly and outgoing personality 
with a wealth of journalistic experience, having dedicated the 
first 5 years of her career to covering lifestyle, politics and 
social cause in greater Vancouver.



Have questions or want to get started?
Connect with us @:

joinus@thisispopulist.com


